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REDRESS WA — PAYMENTS 

Motion 

Resumed from 20 June on the following motion moved by Hon Sue Ellery — 

That this house agrees with the comments by Premier Barnett that the government‘s decision to cut the 

maximum payment available to Redress WA applicants from $80 000 to $45 000 was ―a bit too tough‖, 

notes the devastating effect this second betrayal has had on many of the applicants and calls on the 

government to re-visit this decision.  

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the Opposition) [2.15 pm]: I began my comments 

last week when I went over the establishment of the Redress WA scheme and its components. I have covered the 

elements of the scheme, which was announced in December 2007. The scheme was formally opened to receive 

applications in May 2008 and applications were to close in May 2009. We announced that all claims would be 

paid and the scheme would close in December 2010. At the time we made the announcement, the then Liberal 

opposition supported the scheme and, indeed, on 19 December 2007 the then opposition spokesman on child 

protection matters said on radio that it was a great initiative. However, in July 2009, the new Barnett government 

announced that the maximum amount of the ex gratia payment was to be cut by nearly half from a maximum 

payment of $80 000 to a maximum payment of $45 000. At the time, the announcement was couched in terms of, 

and I am paraphrasing, that there was a high degree of severity in the abuse that applicants were describing in 

their applications, that the number of applications was greater than was anticipated and there was not enough 

money in the fund to make the maximum payment of $80 000. The government, therefore, decided that it needed 

to reduce the maximum payment to $45 000. At the time, the Liberal-National government‘s position was that 

the former Labor government had, knowingly, falsely lifted people‘s expectations; that is, that we knew we had 

not put enough money into the fund, and that we had deliberately, and cruelly I guess, raised expectations 

beyond which they could possibly be met by the amount of money we had in the scheme.  

The motion I am speaking to today addresses three elements. It calls on the house to agree that the assessment 

the Premier made a year after that decision was a bit too tough and had upset a number of people. It calls on the 

house to note the devastating impact this decision actually had and calls on the government to revisit that 

decision. Members will recall that there were several debates on this matter in this place. At one point the 

minister tabled a document that she described as being the definitive document that showed that the Carpenter 

Labor government, and me in particular as the minister at the time, had knowingly underfunded the scheme and 

knowingly raised expectations that we could make the maximum payment. Hon Robyn McSweeney described 

the document that she tabled at the time as an email that she had received in her ministerial office. The document 

had no identifying information on it. The minister claimed it was an email from someone who was in a position 

to know and who advised her office that the now minister, Hon Robyn McSweeney, was being badly treated in 

the media because the minister at the time that Redress WA was introduced—me—knew that there was not 

enough money in the scheme. That was supposedly the killer document, the silver bullet, that demonstrated that I 

knowingly and deliberately misled people. Of course, it is not a silver bullet for anything because we do not 

know where it came from or who wrote it. Anyone could have written it. There was absolutely nothing on it that 

identified that it should be treated with any credibility whatsoever. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney interjected. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: I am happy for the minister to give us more information about the author of that document. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: No; the information that I gave you was satisfactory. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: It would not meet even the most basic evidentiary test in any court anywhere in the world. 

It is evidence of nothing because there is no information about where it came from. Nevertheless, that is the 

silver bullet that the minister says she has indicating that I knowingly deceived Redress WA applicants.  

I make this point, which I made at the time that rallies were held outside this place, to explain to people what 

happened at the time. In 2007 when I was made the minister, work had been underway for nearly two years in 

the then Department for Community Development to put together some kind of redress scheme. I asked the 

department to speed up that work because I did not want the work on that project to take another two years. In 

the course of putting the work together, we held some forums with representatives of the various groups that had 

been lobbying for some sort of redress scheme. We talked with and sought advice from the only other redress 

schemes existing in Australia at that time, which were in Queensland and Tasmania, and we got advice about 

redress schemes in Ireland and Canada. We also asked for and received advice from victim groups in Western 

Australia and Queensland and I met with the victim groups in Queensland as well as in WA. We got expert 

insurance advice on how to calculate the likely numbers and made the best possible estimates of what the 
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numbers would be and the level of severity of the claims. We put more money into the Western Australian 

scheme than either Tasmania or Queensland had done.  

We did all of that in good faith. The position that I took to cabinet was that this was the best possible information 

we had on the likely number and severity of the claims. That information was provided by an actuarial advisory 

who had been seconded from RiskCover to assist us to put the plan together, and the numbers had been 

rigorously tested and scrutinised, as only Treasury can do. I said to my colleagues at the time, ―This is our best 

possible estimate but if this is not all that we need, I may well have to come back to you and ask for more 

money.‖ On the information that was available at the time, we, in good faith, allocated $114 million, knowing 

full well that we might have to come back and ask for more. We based our costing on a forecast that 

approximately 9 600 applications would be eligible, and using the general insurance principle that 80 per cent of 

claims would be assessed with approximately 20 per cent of the maximum allowed. All those numbers were 

subject to scrutiny by Treasury and at no point did either Treasury or the secondee from RiskCover say that they 

thought our modelling was completely wrong. However, clearly there was a lack of historical data concerning 

redress schemes in Australia and overseas, and access to the number of potential applicants was also uncertain. 

We thought there were some similarities between Western Australia‘s demographics and Queensland‘s—

probably more so than those in Tasmania—and that Western Australia‘s demographics probably would be fairly 

close to those of Queensland. Nevertheless, it was difficult to absolutely pinpoint an accurate forecast about the 

number of applicants and the severity of the claims, and the Carpenter government and my colleagues in cabinet 

knew that further funding might well be required. Even if our model did not get the forecasts right, the Barnett 

government had a choice about what it did with that. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: And we did; we put more money in. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: The minister will get her opportunity to speak. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! The minister knows that as the minister she has priority to respond if she stands when 

the Leader of the Opposition sits down. I think the minister should wait for that opportunity. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: There was a choice before the government of the day about what it should do, just as there 

was a choice in front of the former Labor government about what it would do. The choice that the Barnett 

government made was not to top up the fund after finding that the number of applicants was greater and the 

severity of the payments was higher than anticipated, or to defer or stagger payments over a longer time than had 

originally been announced; the Barnett government chose to cut the maximum payment available. In the 2010–

11 budget, in the light of a stronger economy, the Barnett government again had a choice about what it would do 

and had an opportunity to review its earlier decision. Again in the 2011–12 budget, it had the same choice to 

make but it chose not to. It is the case that when this government came to office, Western Australia was in the 

grips of the global financial crisis. There is no question about that. One of the propositions that was put by some 

of the Redress people who saw me at the time was that the government could look at staggering the payments, 

but that is not what the government chose to do. 

I think it is useful to look at the picture of who the Redress WA applicants are. Of the 10 200 applicants, 

approximately 5 900 were eligible for formal assessment; the majority of redress WA applicants are aged 

between 50 and 70 years; more than 60 per cent were aged over 50 years at the time they made their application; 

50 per cent of all applicants were children from Aboriginal communities; 13 per cent are former child migrants; 

and 37 per cent are other children who were in state care. The calculations provided by Redress WA at the time 

anticipated that once the cut had been made, approximately half of all Redress applicants would receive between 

$5 000 and $13 000. About 90 per cent of the Redress applicants were residing in Western Australia and at least 

2 000 of those resided in regional Western Australia. On completion, 5 333 applicants were paid an ex gratia 

payment under the Redress scheme. The number of payments per level that were paid at each of the respective 

levels when the scheme was completed on 6 September 2011 were as follows: level 1, 771; level 2, 1 739; 

level 3, 1 306; and level 4, 974. Eighty-two payments were made to deceased estates, and the total payout made 

to Redress WA applicants was nearly $107 million. More than one-third of the applicants had requested referral 

to police to bring the perpetrators before the courts, and there has been some media coverage of that over recent 

days.  

There was an immediate flow-on—that is one element of the motion before us today—from the announcement 

of the decision to cut the maximum payment available. It is important to recognise the particular characteristics 

of this group of people. With absolutely no disrespect to them—I have expressed this to many of them whom I 

have met with as well—they share similar characteristics to another group in our community who are very 

suspicious and lacking in trust of governments, and that is Vietnam veterans. Vietnam veterans, although their 
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experience was completely different, feel that when they came back from their experience in Vietnam, the mood 

of the community did not respect what they had been through or the fact that they had put their lives on the line 

at the request of their country, and they feel a very real sense of betrayal. Those members who have regular 

dealings with the Vietnam veterans groups would recognise some similar characteristics in their mistrust of 

government and their concern that government is constantly looking for ways to betray them. That is how the 

Redress WA applicants felt. They felt that the decision to cut the maximum payment was indeed a furthering of 

the abuse they had suffered as children and that it was a second betrayal, and many of them took that decision 

terribly, terribly hard. 

I am sure that many people in the house have received correspondence from Redress applicants. I have received 

correspondence from Redress applicants who were completely happy with the process and pleased, although 

they found it difficult to be able to go through it and come out the other end. However, by far the majority of the 

correspondence that I have, which fills drawers of filing cabinets in my electorate office and here at Parliament 

House, is from, and those I have met with are, people who felt betrayed and terribly, terribly hurt by the decision 

and who saw it as a continuation of the abuse. These people felt that they had told more of their story than they 

had ever told before and that that was another layer of the betrayal. They felt that they had opened up fully—

many for the very first time—about the abuse that had happened to them, and they felt that it was a terrible 

betrayal that they were treated so badly. So the flow-on effect was immediate and widespread. 

At the time that the minister made a statement to the house when payments concluded, the minister‘s statement 

referred to the fact that the Redress WA applicants had been treated with respect and sensitivity. I know that 

some people had that experience, but many did not, and that is why it is important that the house recognise the 

flow-on effects and the devastation that this second betrayal had on people. It is important that we name it and 

call it what it is. 

We had an awful time in my electorate office for a while when every Friday—I do not know what it was about 

Fridays—for about six or seven weeks in a row, we had people who were Redress applicants ringing and talking 

about taking their own lives. I do not mean to belittle that in any way, but that is not unusual from this group of 

people because of what they have been through. It is a direct consequence of the abuse that they suffered as 

children. However, for many of them, all those feelings that they had had about wanting to end their lives were 

revisited, and the trigger for that was what they saw as a second betrayal by the government. The first betrayal, 

of course, was that the government was charged with overseeing their safe care when they were children, and 

that did not happen. So that second betrayal is something that we need to acknowledge as well, and I think that is 

what the Premier was talking about when a year after the announcement he made the comment during a wide-

ranging interview about how things were travelling generally that he thought that the Redress decision was 

probably a bit too tough and that it had upset many people. I was pleased that he acknowledged that because it 

was important for the Redress applicants who felt so terrible to hear the Premier say that he recognised the 

decision was a bit too tough and that many people were upset by it. 

Although I have no doubt that some people were treated well—some have spoken to me about it—by the 

Redress WA process, many were not, and I have raised issues in this place before about many people receiving 

phone calls and correspondence saying, ―You can expect your offer to be made within the next three to four 

weeks‖, and months passed before they heard anything else. Maybe that was because the people who were 

saying to them, ―You can expect your offer of payment to be made within three or four weeks‖ were not 

authorised to say that. Nevertheless, that is what they told these people. Many people have spoken about leaving 

telephone messages at Redress WA and just not getting their calls returned. Many people have been told that 

they should expect something soon, only to contact me months and months later and say, ―Am I being 

unreasonable? When someone says I should expect something in the next couple of weeks and I don‘t receive it, 

is that me being unreasonable? Why is this happening?‖ To do that and to treat those people insensitively, given 

all of the context that we are talking about, is terrible. This is a special group of people, and it requires an 

extraordinary degree of sensitivity when responding to them. 

I have brought a number of people to the attention of this place before, and they include, for example, Peter 

King, Cheryle Warner and many others, not the least of whom is Michelle Stubbs. Cheryle Warner and Peter 

King talked about their isolation, the backflip adding to the pain and feeling suicidal. I am going to refer back to 

these people because I have their permission to talk about these things in an ongoing capacity, but I assure 

members of the house that I have drawers full of files on people who have had similar experiences. Peter King is 

51 years old and lives in Yokine. He was made a ward of the state at the age of four years, and from that time on 

he was physically, mentally and sexually abused. He talked in May last year about how the communication 

between Redress WA staff and him had been absolutely atrocious; that is how he described it. He said — 

―Originally we were told we didn‘t have to submit supporting documentation, then we did, then they cut 

the maximum award. All the way they have constantly changed the rules. 
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He said that dealing with Redress made him contemplate suicide and that there was a very real lack of 

psychological support. He described that as being terrible. For Cheryle Warner, coping with the trauma of child 

abuse is a daily struggle. She has recovered remarkably well, and she is raising her granddaughter and doing a 

fabulous job at it. However, she said that she felt her life had been destroyed by the abuse she had suffered as a 

child. She had been in therapy her whole life and she had never had any self-esteem. She was abused at five of 

the seven foster homes she lived in from the time she was made a ward of the state at the age of 13 months 

through to when she was 19 years of age. On the decision to reduce the maximum payment, she said — 

―It‘s the betrayal I feel and I think it is totally dishonourable.‖ 

She said that it has reopened old wounds, and she has woken up in the middle of the night screaming. She 

said — 

―The pain is real but I‘m not giving up without a fight … 

Not long after the announcement was made, Michelle Stubbs was appointed by this government, on the basis of 

her role as a very prominent advocate on behalf of children who were abused, including sexually abused, in their 

childhood, to the Ministerial Advisory Council on Child Protection, and she sat on that for almost a year. 

However, she felt that she could no longer continue because she thought the scheme had been handled so 

terribly. She said — 

―I feel at this point that the only thing the scheme will be remembered for now is how it re-traumatised 

applicants,‖ …  

That was on the basis of the decision to cut the maximum payment.  

Michelle wrote a letter, eventually, once the matter had been resolved and she had left the state, to all members 

of this Parliament. I am in touch with Michelle occasionally on Facebook. She is living in a fabulous place in 

Queensland, in what looks to me, from the pictures that she posts, to be in tropical rainforest. She felt that she 

had to leave Western Australia because she had been so terribly jaded by her experience of the Redress scheme. 

What she has said to me most recently—this is a couple of months ago now, so it may have changed; I hope for 

her sake that it has—is that she received only two replies to the letter that she sent to all members of Parliament. 

Those two replies were from members of the government. One of those letters was expressing sympathy for her 

position and wishing her well, and the other was expressing sympathy for her position and promising to pray for 

her. But she said that she did not receive a reply from the vast majority of the members of the government to 

whom she wrote. This is a person in whom the Liberal Party in particular had placed trust. The Liberal Party had 

preselected her to run for the seat of Bassendean.  

Michelle addressed her letter to the Premier, but she sent copies to all members of Parliament. She said in her 

letter — 

I write this letter because it is important to me that you and your Liberal colleagues have some 

understanding of how Redress WA has impacted me personally and the role the scheme played in me 

leaving my home state of Western Australia. 

Back in the late 1990‘s I made a very conscious decision to address some issues from my rather horrific 

childhood. I resolved to firstly attempt to stop my stepfather‘s release from prison for which he was 

serving a life sentence for the murder of my mother, Susan Elizabeth Stubbs. Secondly, I committed 

myself to holding my stepfather responsible for sexually abusing me as a child in a judicial sense. 

Thirdly, I felt compelled to seek some level of acknowledgement from the West Australian Government 

that my time in the care of the state as a child had been sorely mishandled. Ironically I was successful in 

regard the first two issues but not the third. I mention this now so that you are aware that prior to 

Redress WA I had already spent two years of my life trying to get some sort of apology related to my 

being a ward of the state. 

During this time I was living in Far North Queensland and was greatly assisted by my Federal Member 

of Parliament, the Hon Warren Entsch, member for Leichhardt. Warren was remarkable in the way that 

he cared and worked tirelessly to help me achieve what I needed to achieve; to put my childhood issues 

to rest. That was the first time that I had ever connected politicians with actually helping people. And, I 

was so inspired by Warren‘s desire and ability to help, that I wanted to become a politician myself. I 

believed that my rather unique life experiences could be an asset to the people of Western Australia. 

That dream is over, thanks largely to your government‘s decision to cut the maximum amount payable 

to Redress WA applicants from $80,000 to $45,000. 
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Unquestionably, I have never been so disgusted with a political decision. How could I possibly continue 

to want to be a part of the ‗team‘ that made that decision and refused to change it in the face of so much 

opposition and obvious human pain and trauma? 

I became politically disillusioned. It became apparent to me that I could never again stand as a Liberal 

Party state candidate, as I had during the state election in 2005. I could never compromise myself that 

way. That realisation in turn rendered my time as an Elected Member for the Town of Bassendean in 

many ways defunct, as I had always been clear in relation to my political ambitions. So, you should also 

be aware that your government‘s decision in relation to Redress WA played a significant part in my 

decision to resign as a Councillor after eight years of service, two of which were served as the Deputy 

Mayor of Bassendean. 

As you are aware, your government‘s decision to halve the maximum Redress payout possible, came 

after the application period had closed. By this time, like so many other Redress applicants, I had 

already engaged the services of a lawyer. In my case I did so, to try and minimise the impact the 

process had on my own wellbeing and to maximise the outcome in terms of the payment received. It 

was too late for me to change my mind about engaging a lawyer by the time your government‘s 

decision on Redress WA was made. I had committed myself to a particular course as I thought the West 

Australian government had. To change the goal posts once the application period had closed was simply 

unfair, improper and totally ignorant of the costs (both financially and emotionally) so many applicants 

had already incurred during the process. 

I want to share some of the specifics of my own Redress experience with you and your colleagues, and 

in a broader sense, with the people of Western Australia. In many ways the process and the outcomes 

have been secretive. I suspect this is very fortunate for your government. 

In my own case I was placed into the care of the State a couple of months before I turned 13 in 1981. I 

had just made child sex abuse allegations against my stepfather to the WA Police Service. My mother 

did not support me and so it became untenable and unsafe for me to remain at home. I spent just over 

three years in care. 

She then goes on to outline the five issues that she raised in her Redress application. She said that before she 

went into care, she had been an A-grade student. That is because all the things that were going on for her in her 

own home were so terrible, and school was a safe place for her, so she excelled. She goes on to say in her 

letter — 

During the first eight months in the care of the State I was sent to six different schools; one of them for 

only a fortnight. I believe this action was clearly not in my best interest and had a profound impact on 

my future life opportunities. 

She goes on to say — 

The first institution I was placed into was Bridgewater. From the outset I was adamant that I would 

never return home as long as my stepfather was there. Despite the fact that so many professionals 

involved in my case believed my allegations, I was forced to have unsupervised visits with my 

stepfather. The visits were traumatic for me, as one might imagine, and on many occasions after these 

forced visits I would run away. I was usually not gone for long. I would return to Bridgewater, as life on 

the streets of Perth at 13 was far from easy, and another visit would be forced, and I would run away 

again … 

She goes on to say —  

There were two occasions whilst I was ‗on the run‘ that I was raped. The first was very violent and the 

offender kept me over night. The second was at the Royal Show, which incidentally, I have never been 

to again. I was 13 years of age. I am of the view that the West Australian government was responsible 

for this happening to me. There is no question in my mind that had I not been trying to survive on the 

streets of Perth as a child, these rapes would never have occurred. I did not report these rapes. After all, 

consider what had happened to me when I told the police about my stepfather sexually abusing me. 

She then goes on to talk about the other issues that she raised in her Redress application.  

She says, finally, that she was made an offer by Redress of $13 000. She goes on to say in her letter — 

I accepted the offer for several reasons. Firstly my lawyers suggested there was no real avenue for 

appeal and secondly because by that stage I was desperate to get out of WA before I had to swallow 

some political announcement about a new football stadium that your government could afford whilst 
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apparently not being able to afford to correct the unfairness connected with the Redress WA scheme. I 

had already been repulsed by your announcement concerning the refurbishment of parliamentary offices 

at $100million … 

As I took some time to digest the notice of assessment decision I couldn‘t help but notice that although 

time-frames of abusive care had been clearly identified, the assessment made no specific mention of the 

five issues I had raised.  

She then goes on to describe how she contacted Redress to try to get it to explain to her exactly how it had 

reached the decision that it did. She learnt eventually that Redress WA did not accept that it owed her anything 

in terms of its assessment of what she had gone through in her educational outcomes, which had changed 

significantly, from being an A student to how she was at the end of her time in the formal education system. 

She goes on to say — 

For me the process of going through the Redress WA scheme made me feel belittled, threatened, 

humiliated, blamed, ignored, isolated, scapegoated, rejected and tormented, which, ironically, is exactly 

how the Redress WA Guidelines interpret emotional or psychological abuse.  

After legal costs, she walked away from her offer of $13 000 with about $8 500, which she says — 

… as it turns out, gave me just enough money to leave my home state; obviously in disgust. 

She goes on to say — 

Your government‘s decision to slash the maximum Redress payment was wrong and grossly 

inappropriate. How you could look into the faces of all those damaged souls that rallied for a fair go at 

Parliament House and not do everything in your power to fix such a wrong, is beyond me. It is a world 

away from the man that inspired me into politics in the first place, the Hon Warren Entsch, and what it 

means to be in a position to actually help people, or not. 

She goes on to talk about her feelings for Minister Robyn McSweeney — 

…who, the morning of your government‘s announcement to slash Redress WA payouts called me at 

home to ask if I would, and I quote, ―let this one go through to the keeper‖. My response was no and I 

found the suggestion highly offensive. 

She continues — 

I do not expect your government to fix this wrong, my hope in that regard has expired. As I began, I 

write this letter because it is important to me that you and your Liberal colleagues have some 

understanding of how Redress WA has impacted me. 

The point of the motion was to canvass three things. The first is that we agree with the Premier‘s comments that 

the government‘s decision to cut the maximum payment available to Redress WA applicants from a maximum of 

$80 000 to $45 000 was a bit too tough. I do not think that is hard to do; the Premier said that himself. Why is it 

hard for us to agree with him that that was a decision that was a bit too tough?  

The second part of the motion calls on the house to note the devastating effect this second betrayal has had on 

many of the applicants. If members attended the rally when the decision was first made, or any of the gatherings 

at the front of Parliament House subsequent to that first decision being made, and talked to any of those people, 

members would know that for many of them—not all—the decision to cut the maximum payment did indeed 

have a devastating effect, and they did indeed see it as a second betrayal. They have expressed that quite 

categorically.  

As I said when I began my comments today, I agree with the minister when she says some of the Redress WA 

applicants have expressed gratitude for the program and have expressed the view that they were treated 

sensitively and that they were happy with the outcome. That is the case, and that is what some people have said 

to me. But for many, many, many people that is not the case. In the same way that we acknowledge the praise 

and the positive statements, equally I think it is within the purview of this house to say that we take note that for 

many of the applicants of Redress this decision to cut the maximum payment did have a devastating impact and 

many of them did feel—they have expressed it; they have said it directly in those words publicly—that it was a 

second betrayal. I think it is within the power of this house, and each of us as individual human beings, to say, 

―Yes, we‘ve heard that.‖ Not everybody has said that, but many, many people did, and I think we can say that as 

a house.  

The third element of the motion calls on the government to revisit this decision. I chose those words carefully, 

because I am not calling on the government to do something very specific; I am not going to lock the 
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government into a response to these people that says the only way it can respond now is to lift the payments that 

it has made up by some formula to take it back to the level it was at the beginning, because I think it is pretty 

hard to unscramble an egg. But what I have called on in the motion is for the government to revisit the decision, 

because surely there are other ways we can express to these people that we agree with the view put by the 

Premier that this decision was a bit too tough, that we can acknowledge the devastating effects that decision had 

on many people, including that they found it to be a second betrayal, and we can find some practical ways to 

ensure that they have assistance going forward. There are ways we can do that.  

It is appropriate to acknowledge that at the time the decision was made, we were in the middle of the global 

financial crisis. But that is not the case anymore. We ought to be in a position of being able to say, ―Well, if we 

can‘t revisit the payments, we can at least do this.‖ For example, one of the things recently announced in 

Fremantle is Tuart Place, which is a service for people who were abused as children. Tuart Place has a one-year 

Lotterywest grant that will enable it to be run and pay the staffing costs of that service. One way the government 

of the day could make a commitment to fix the hurt caused by the decision to cut the payment would be to say, 

―You don‘t have to rely on a one-off Lotterywest grant that is only going to last a year; we will do something 

more than that.‖  

There are other ways. There are, for example, concessions that might be extended to this group of people. Bear 

in mind, members and Mr President, that it is a small group of people. It is an ageing group of people, it is a 

defined group of people, and, unfortunately, it is a dying group of people. This is not an open-ended claim, 

because these people are not going to be around forever; it is a very small number in comparison with the 

number of people who make claims for assistance from government services every day.  

There are myriad ways that this house should be able to deal with this motion: by agreeing with the Premier that 

the decision was a bit too tough; and by acknowledging that, for many, the decision to cut the maximum 

payment was indeed devastating, and that they did see it as a second betrayal. There are a million practical ways 

in which the government of the day could take steps to ensure that systems, processes and programs are in place, 

and money is spent on this group of people to demonstrate to them that we recognise that the decision to cut the 

maximum payment was not the right thing to do, although it may have been seen as being right by the 

government of the day, but that the hurt that it caused is such that we need to revisit the decision to see what else 

we can do to assist those people. 

The last point I make in the final minute I have is that the occurrence of these people speaking out is only going 

to increase. We are all aware of the ongoing inquiries in respect to abuse that occurred in a number of hostels. 

Those people are finding their voice, and their voice, I think, is only going to get louder. That particular age 

group of people—particularly those who were at those hostels—are now in their early 50s; they are at the 

younger end of the major cohort of people who received a Redress payment. Their voice is going to get louder, 

and although they may have received a Redress payment already, I think there is room for this government to do 

something to address that, because those people are going to keep speaking out.  

This is not an outrageous motion that I am asking the government to support. This is not condemning anyone; 

this is using the Premier‘s own words to say that this decision was a bit too tough, we ought revisit it, and we 

ought recognise the devastating impact the decision had on many Redress applicants.  

HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West — Minister for Child Protection) [2.57 pm]: We do not support 

this motion, and I will be putting forward an amendment at the end of my address.  

Redress WA was announced by the previous government in December 2007, and it was a scheme for adults who 

were abused in state care. Those applications opened on 1 May 2008, the scheme closed on 30 April 2009, and 

5 917 applications were received. It was found to be the case that the previous government‘s allocation of 

$114 million budgeted for would never sustain the $80 000 as the top payment that Labor had promised. Our 

government, when it came in, honoured the $114 million budget. 

Hon Adele Farina: Excuse me, minister, would you mind speaking up? I am having trouble hearing you. 

The PRESIDENT: Order. There has been a request to speak up. Speak into the microphone, if you would. On 

your desk there is a button to adjust the volume of your microphone; perhaps pump that up to maximum, and it 

might help.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: I am usually very clear in my diction; I do not see why Hon Adele Farina could 

not hear me. 

Hon Adele Farina: I am not complaining about the minster‘s diction. 

The PRESIDENT: No, it is just the volume.  
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Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: Our government, when it came in, honoured the $114 million budget and 

continued with Redress WA. To give a fair and equitable scheme, our government made the maximum payment 

$45 000. The decision our government had to make was certainly not an easy one—it was difficult. Certainly for 

me it was especially hard, because I have worked with children who have been abused and I have worked with 

adults who have been abused. But it was especially hard for me because the Labor Party had led people to 

believe that they could receive a payment of up to $80 000.  

I will never understand how people can abuse children or how human beings can be so cruel to little children or 

any young person. I will never understand how those human beings who serve God and were perpetrators can be 

so cruel and sexually depraved. However, the Labor Party betrayed these vulnerable people and was very 

deceitful. It knew that it had underfunded this scheme from the start. It knew that $114 million would never be 

enough to sustain a top payment of $80 000, yet it went out and publicly said that that maximum payment would 

be $80 000. I say ―betray‖ because an actuarial sample of claims that was carried out while Labor was still in 

government showed that the allocation would never be enough to pay that amount. I have read evidence into this 

Parliament before and I will do so again. I received an email. I do not really care whether it will stand up in a 

court of law. I will put my hand on the Bible—this is the truth. This is what the email said, in part — 

When I met the previous Minister in late 2007 I was told by her that a WA scheme had to be created 

within a few months and be announced before Christmas? The WA scheme had to be similar to the 

Queensland scheme. The time frame to create and implement the WA scheme was far too short in my 

opinion. There was no time for proper stakeholder consultation, planning, due diligence and 

implementation.  

… 

My preliminary forecast estimate for a WA scheme similar to Queensland would cost in excess of $200 

million. I was instructed to make it work for $100 million … 

Claimant‘s were to make an election on their application forms if they wanted a tier 1 payment only up 

to $10,000.00 without medical evidence. I designed this into the scheme to encourage claimants to 

settle their claims within the first $10,000.00 rather than bothering to prove abuse and/or loss via 

medical evidence to gain access to the higher amount of up to $80,000.00. 

That is what I received in the email, plus much more. It really makes me very sad to think that a government 

would lead people to believe that they could get up to $80 000 when it knew that would never be true and could 

never happen within its budget.  

I was told that Labor adopted a forecast that the scheme would receive about 10 000 applications, which was 

based on 17 per cent of the approximately 54 321 children who were in state care from 1947 to 2006. The 

general insurance principle was applied to that forecast; that is, 80 per cent of the claims would be assessed 

within 20 per cent of the maximum value allowed. This suggests about 8 000 people would get up to $16 000 

each, requiring $128 million for that group alone, which is more than the total funding for the scheme. That is 

what I was told.  

Everyone can see very clearly that it was the Labor government that betrayed these people and not us. For me, I 

had to be honest with the Redress applicants. I knew that honesty would cause them pain because of what Labor 

had led them to believe. When we were elected, our government said it would honour the $114 million — 

Point of Order 

Hon ADELE FARINA: The minister has referred to an email and I would like the minister to identify and table 

the email.  

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm): Order! Members, in response to Hon Adele 

Farina‘s point of order, standing order 58 ―Documents Quoted in Debate‖ requires the person quoting to mention 

the particular document. At the conclusion of the speech in which the member has quoted from that document, 

the document shall be tabled upon the request of other members of the house, unless the member states that the 

document is of a confidential nature.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: I believe it is of a confidential nature, because I have tabled it in this house 

before with the name crossed out.  

Hon ADELE FARINA: If the minister has tabled it before, how can it be confidential and why can she not table 

it again?  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Minister, you have quoted. I will re-emphasise standing order 58(1) — 
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A Member must identify any document quoted from by the Member in debate, including an uncorrected 

version of Hansard. 

Obviously, according to standing order 58 you are required to identify the document at the conclusion of your 

speech. The confidential nature of that document is another issue. At this point you are required under standing 

order 58(1) to — 

… identify any document quoted from by the Member in debate, including an uncorrected version of 

Hansard. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Mr Deputy President, can I seek your clarification of that, because I have been listening 

carefully to the debate this afternoon and I understand that the minister referred to the document as ―an email‖. I 

understand what an email is. I understand that it is a document. It has been identified as an email, so I am under 

no illusion of what document the minister has referred to. I would have thought that that complies with standing 

order 58(1), but I seek your clarification.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The ruling I will make will require the minister to go a little further than just 

saying ―an email‖. I suggest that the minister‘s referral to the email should be an email in relation to something a 

bit more specific. I require a little more than for the minister to just state ―an email‖, which later cannot be 

identified as anything other than an email. That is my ruling.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: It is an email in relation to Redress.  

Hon ADELE FARINA: I am not persuaded that that is sufficient to identify a document. When a member reads 

from a letter, they are required to identify the author and date of the letter. To simply say that, ―It is an email in 

relation to Redress‖ does not provide any identification of the document at all. Do we have a date that the email 

was sent? If the minister is going to stand in this house and quote from an email and then claim that the content 

of that email is confidential, she should not quote it in this house in the first place. Given that the minister has, of 

her own volition, brought forward this information to the house, I think the house is entitled to a greater level of 

identification in relation to that document so that it can be scrutinised by the house. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm): Members, the minister‘s statement that the email 

is in relation to simply Redress, I would deem to be not appropriate inasmuch as it simply does not go far 

enough. I suggest that if the document is ever called on, the house needs to be quite clear as to the specific 

document in question and that would include, in my understanding, especially the date of that document. To 

simply suggest that the email is in relation to Redress, would be a given, obviously, with the motion on notice 

that we are dealing with, so I ask the minister to take it at least one or two steps further and make clear the 

specific nature of this document in question—particularly if it is ever called upon later—and that would, as I 

already indicated, include mentioning the date of that email.  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Mr Deputy President, I just seek your clarification in relation to that ruling as it may one 

day be required for me to identify a document. As you will appreciate, sometimes documents do not actually 

have a date. I do not suggest for a moment that that would be the case here, but often, when we refer to 

documents in a list, we can say that things are undated. Therefore, I just seek clarification that what is actually 

required is the type of document, which in this case is an email, the substance of it, which in this case is to do 

with Redress WA, and whether it has a date. I particularly seek your clarification that it is not necessary to name 

the author of the document, as is being proposed by Hon Adele Farina. The reason I say that is that standing 

order 58(2) specifically states that a member can say that the document is confidential. That standing order 

would have no meaning and no purpose if a member were required to disclose the name of the individual, 

because it would no longer be confidential. That would go to the very spirit of the standing order. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Member, at this point in time, what you are doing is making a pre-emptive sort of 

a statement because I do not know the answer to number two and that does not occur until the end of this speech. 

What I will say in relation to what you have said is that the minister‘s statement that this is an email in relation to 

Redress is not specific enough in my estimation. She can indicate if it does not have a date, but to simply state 

that it is an email in relation to Redress, given what I said about standing order 58(1), I do not deem appropriate 

at this point.  

Debate Resumed 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: Thank you, Mr Deputy President, it is an email in relation to Redress and it was 

dated 31 July 2009. It is a confidential document. It is confidential because I do not believe that the name on the 

email should be released. I have said this before in Parliament and I am not going to table that document. 

However, I have given you what you asked for. 

Several members interjected. 
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Minister, just quickly, obviously, the business about the confidential nature falls 

under standing order 58(2) and I accept that. However, I suggest that given you mentioned the date, that, at this 

point, may well be as far as the minister can go.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: Our government when we were elected said we would honour the $114 million 

that Labor put aside in its budget. Once I knew that that scheme was badly underfunded for what had been 

proposed and our cabinet made the decision to make the maximum payment up to $45 000, we told the truth to 

all the Redress WA applicants—albeit that truth was very hard for me to tell them. The payments were set at 

$5 000 for moderate abuse and neglect, $13 000 for serious abuse and neglect, $28 000 for severe abuse and 

neglect and $45 000 for very severe abuse and neglect. We delivered this with compassion and understanding. It 

is very, very hard to put money on abuse, but we had to have a scheme that pays out money, so we had to have 

guidelines to do that. I inherited the scheme that had guidelines that were flawed and not signed off on and I am 

so very pleased that it was our government that delivered an honourable scheme with compassion and dedication 

from staff at Redress. Their dedication was wonderful. They were a wonderful group of human beings. They all 

gelled and they all worked very hard for our Redress applicants.  

I will once again in the main repeat what I have said in this place: to assess applications under the guidelines of 

this scheme, it was necessary to research and access care records, which for some applicants dated back more 

than 70 years. The Liberal–National government took ownership of this scheme when it came to government in 

2008 and we put in place the structure to pay ex gratia payments to the many thousands of Western Australians 

who applied. Importantly, applicants have told us that they felt they were treated with respect and sensitivity. Of 

course, there are those who feel that they were not, and I accept that. But they were all treated with respect and 

sensitivity in telling their stories, some of which had never been told or disclosed to another human being before. 

I am pleased to announce that a total of 5 345 applicants have been paid an ex gratia payment under this scheme. 

The scheme closed in December 2011. Originally, the scheme had a budget of $114 million, of which 

$90.2 million was allocated to ex gratia payments alone. We increased the total budget by an additional 

$30 million to pay all eligible applicants who applied to Redress and of that, $1.5 million was for administration 

and a total of $28 million was extra for payments. This should prove to applicants and the public that Labor‘s 

budget was flawed and that it allowed vulnerable people to believe that they could claim up to $80 000. 

Members opposite really should be all ashamed of themselves for doing that. 

The systems put in place to distribute these ex gratia payments met with Department of Treasury and Finance 

and Office of the Auditor General guidelines to deliver a fair and equitable scheme for people eligible for an 

ex gratia payment. Applications had to be assessed according to the level of severity of abuse and neglect 

experienced while in state care. I have outlined in the past that we have made enhancements to how the scheme 

was originally designed to include a $5 000 eligibility payment for applicants who passed away before their 

applications were assessed or approved. Sadly, some applicants passed away before their applications could be 

fully assessed. However, their estates did receive a $5 000 eligibility payment. Hon Sue Ellery put out a press 

release that said I was waiting for people to die so that I and my government did not have to pay Redress 

applicants. It stated — 

―Community Services Minister Robyn McSweeney is playing a game of Russian roulette.  

―She is hoping that for many of these people the time will never come for them to receive full payment. 

It is quite literally banking on the fact that time is not on the side of many of these people and as a result 

the Government will get a discount.‖  

What a disgraceful thing to say. It is absolutely disgusting. There is more. Geoff Hutchison on ABC radio said to 

Hon Sue Ellery, according to my notes — 

You are pretty savage in this press release and you say, ―I‘m speaking on behalf of, speaking about 

Community Services Minister Robyn McSweeney‖, who we‘ll get to in a moment. You say she is 

hoping that for many of these people, the time will never come for them to receive full payment. It is 

quite literally banking on the fact that time is not on the side of many of these people and as a result the 

government will get the discount.  

Even radio announcers were fairly shocked at what Hon Sue Ellery had to say. It seems to be a bit of a pattern 

with Hon Sue Ellery stating disgusting things. It is absolutely gutter tactics as far as I am concerned. 

Hon Sue Ellery: Well, thank God I don‘t care about your concerns.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: I care about Redress applicants and I certainly care about the concerns of those 

people. I am pleased that although originally an applicant had no right to appeal their ex gratia offer, I changed 

the guidelines to provide applicants with an opportunity to request a review of their assessment. The review 
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could be undertaken either by an independent review panel or through the Ombudsman‘s office if an applicant 

believed an error of fact or process was made in how their application was assessed. 

Another equally important decision that was taken was to remove the requirement for all applicants to sign a 

waiver when accepting an ex gratia payment, which meant that applicants did not lose their right to seek 

compensation through the court system if they were eligible. Once again, this is what Hon Sue Ellery said about 

this in a press release — 

―Abolishing the waiver is meaningless and nothing short of cruel trickery for the vast majority of 

applicants whose abuse happened so many years ago that they no longer have recourse in the courts,‖ 

Ms Ellery said.  

Hon Sue Ellery: That is true.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: That was not true. We should never set aside anyone‘s legal waiver. We did that. 

This decision was supported by the Attorney General and by the applicants. In addition, the original guidelines 

stipulated that applicants receiving the maximum payment would be required to have psychological assessment 

or medical assessment to support their application. Removing this requirement meant applicants were not subject 

to the additional stresses and trauma that many of them suffered or that any psychological or medical 

assessments would have on them. Throughout the process applicants were also advised that they could request a 

copy of the documents explaining their payment decision prior to agreeing to their payment offer. This was an 

important step for us to take in offering a right of reply for our applicants. Redress WA worked so hard since the 

introduction of the scheme to put in place streamlined procedures and measures to ensure a consistent approach 

was applied to how applications were processed to finalise completion of payments by the end of the scheme.  

I have said it before and I say it again: I would like to both thank and acknowledge Redress WA staff who 

worked tirelessly to treat all applications with the due care and consideration that they deserved throughout the 

delivery of the scheme. Listening to applicants tell their stories of abuse and neglect and reading these accounts 

could not have been an easy task. I thank staff for their dedication above and beyond what would have been 

expected in normal duties. I have made mention of the executive director, Stephanie Withers, who oversaw every 

element of Redress WA and did it well. I personally thank the Redress staff. I met with all of them, and they told 

me that they took every opportunity to provide a nurturing and validating experience for applicants while they 

engaged with them. Their work under the scheme has provided them with a unique opportunity to change a 

person‘s life for the better. Applicants have told staff that their experience of applying was therapeutic and 

receiving a call from a Redress staff member and being able to tell someone personally what had happened to 

them was a positive experience. The fact that applicants were able to request a copy of their records of their time 

in care validated their experience as being believed and acknowledged, which for many was a very important 

part of the scheme.  

I have also had feedback that the apology letter signed by me and the Premier was crucial to the healing process 

for many, and that having an open line of contact with Redress staff while waiting for applications to be 

processed was very reassuring. Many applicants chose to refer their cases of abuse and neglect to WA Police, 

and over one-third of applicants requested this to happen. Redress WA also assisted with providing counselling 

services to 3 666 people from the 26 Redress service providers, made an eligibility payment to 74 applicants who 

otherwise would have received nothing under the original guidelines of the scheme, provided over one-third of 

applicants with their care records so they could see that their story was acknowledged and validated, paid as a 

priority 791 applicants who had a life-threatening illness and provided assistance to 500 callers a week to the 

Redress help desk at the peak processing time. Redress WA was equipped to offer the services of a qualified 

social worker or psychologist to applicants throughout the life of the scheme. A total of $3 833 750 has been 

spent supporting Redress applicants since July 2008. 

I want to acknowledge, as I do every time I talk about Redress, the pain and suffering that all victims of child 

abuse have to live with each day of their lives. For many applicants the opportunity to receive a payment was not 

the only reason to lodge a claim with Redress. For them, it was a relief to have had the chance to tell someone 

about their abusive care experiences knowing that they would finally be believed and have their stories 

acknowledged by way of apology. In 2009, I unveiled Western Australia‘s first official monument to the state‘s 

forgotten Australians as an acknowledgement of the abuse and neglect suffered by Western Australians in care. 

It was a very humbling experience. I cried tears for all those who had their childhoods taken away. I hope that 

that very special place will be visited many times by everyone who has been affected and that the general public 

stand and reflect on those who are no longer with us who have also suffered.  

Last month, I had the pleasure of being asked to unveil a plaque in memory of Laurie Humphreys and open Tuart 

Place in Fremantle. I asked Malcolm whether it was okay if I could speak about his father-in-law and he said 
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yes. Laurie was a former child migrant and ex-resident of Bindoon Boys Town and founder and chairperson of 

Forgotten Australians Coming Together. He was a lovely man who helped many people. Laurie was a Labor 

man, as we heard in this place. However, he wanted two Liberals to open Tuart Place—me and Steve Irons. He 

could talk to all people and across all parties, such was the mark of him. Sadly, Laurie passed away before he 

could get us together. The opening of Tuart Place was a service celebrating Laurie‘s life. I read out in honour of 

him the following saying by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross —  

The most beautiful people we have known are those who have known defeat, known suffering, known 

struggle, known loss, and have found their way out of the depths. These persons have an appreciation, a 

sensitivity, and an understanding of life that fills them with compassion, gentleness, and a deep loving 

concern. Beautiful people do not just happen. 

I asked Steve, along with six members of Forgotten Australians Coming Together, to help me pull the veil of the 

plaque. It was a lovely occasion. We all honoured Laurie. The opening was very moving. 

Many Redress WA applicants have come up to me when I have been out and given me a hug. They have told me 

what they have done with the money and the difference it has made to them. But more often than not, they tell 

me that, finally, they are believed. Redress is a scheme that I am proud of. It is one that our government 

implemented in the fairest way possible for all applicants. Yes, I acknowledge that some people were not happy 

with the payment they received, but Redress WA did a brilliant job of delivering and of making everyone who 

rang up and everyone who was seen feel as though they were a very important person, and they are. When they 

tell their story, it is never an easy story to tell; it is their life story and it is very difficult. It is probably, for many, 

the first time they have even told somebody. In some of these cases, even their partners never knew what their 

husband or wife had been through. I am going to move an amendment. 

Amendment to Motion 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: I move — 

To delete all words after ―government‘s decision‖ and insert — 

to make the maximum payment available to Redress applicants $45 000, notes the extra 

$30 million put into the scheme and congratulates the government on delivering payments to 

all eligible Redress applicants. 

Point of Order 

Hon ADELE FARINA: Pursuant to standing order 58(2), I ask that the minister table the email that she referred 

to in her speech. 

Hon Nick Goiran: Have you got a hearing problem? Didn‘t you hear her say that it was confidential? 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm): Order, members! I think it is appropriate, despite 

what I read out before in relation to standing order 58, that the member put that particular question. I call on the 

Minister for Child Protection to respond. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: Mr Deputy President, I said that it was an email referring to Redress. I named 

the date and I said that it was confidential as to who sent me the email. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The Minister for Child Protection has indicated pursuant to standing order 58(2) 

that the document is of a confidential nature, which is in line with her previous remark. 

Hon ADELE FARINA: The minister also stated that she had previously tabled the document in this place. If it 

has been tabled once before, I do not understand why it cannot be tabled again and why it should suddenly 

become confidential. If it is your view, Mr Deputy President, that if the minister has tabled the document once 

before, she does not need to table it again, I would ask that the Clerks provide the number of the previously 

tabled document and provide me with a copy of that document. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Members, I just make the point that the minister has said that the document was 

confidential. At this particular point in time, I will certainly accept that. But, having said that, Hon Adele Farina 

is well within her right to ask chamber staff for a copy of that particular tabled paper. The minister has said at 

this stage that for the purposes of today‘s motion on notice, that particular paper is of a confidential nature. I will 

accept that, but as an opposition member, you are certainly entitled to seek a copy by simply asking a staff 

member. That might sound confusing, but that is the interpretation that I have put on it. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY: Mr Deputy President, I need to clarify that I have read that email into Hansard, 

but I do not believe I have tabled that before. I guess my intention was to say that I have read that document 

before and it is in Hansard, but I do not believe I ever tabled that document because I read it into Hansard. 
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Will members just bear with me for a moment? At this particular time, I will 

accept what the minister has said, but move on and put the question that the amendment moved by the Minister 

for Child Protection be agreed to. 

Debate Resumed 

HON LINDA SAVAGE (East Metropolitan) [3.38 pm]: With your guidance, Mr Deputy President, I would 

like to speak in support of the original motion and against the amendment, if that is acceptable. This is truly a 

harrowing subject that we are talking about. It is very hard for me to imagine what it must be like for a child who 

is in some sort of institution without their parents, who is the captive of an all-powerful adult, and who in that 

situation finds themselves subject to abuse and has no escape at all. The closest that I can come to imagining 

what that must be like is imagining one of my three children being in such a situation.  

I assume that there will be many people who have made claims under the Redress WA scheme. It should be 

acknowledged that Redress was initiated by the previous Labor government, which should be congratulated for 

recognising that a terrible wrong happened in this state under the auspices of government-run institutions and 

authorities. It is to our enormous shame that that wrong had significantly adverse effects on a large number of 

children. What we have heard about the inquiry into the Katanning hostel and now other hostels should give us 

all pause to ask why our society began only in the 1970s and 80s to shine a light on the treatment of children. 

Sexual and physical abuse and neglect have all been perpetrated against children, no doubt, for as long as human 

beings have walked on the earth. Such abuse and neglect is always very secretive and traditionally was 

something that was never spoken about until the 1970s and 80s. It has taken us until this century to begin to try 

to make amends, albeit inadequately. That is why I believe the previous Carpenter government should be 

recognised for taking the steps that resulted in Redress. People have been deeply affected and have suffered 

abuse when in the care of the state.  

I would like to make a point in respect of the discussion we have just had about the email. The email we are 

talking about is not what this issue turns on. We are talking about abuse that has happened in a secretive way, 

with perpetrators not being held accountable; it has happened behind closed doors. I would suggest that we 

should do anything we can do now to ensure that anything we are party to in this issue is as transparent as 

possible. That may lead the minister to consider that the provision of that document would contribute to undoing 

the secrecy surrounding that abuse and the powerlessness that abuse victims have felt. They felt that they could 

not gain access to information and documents and could not see what had been recorded. They did not have 

things on the record. Although I do not consider this to be at the heart of the issue we are talking about, it would 

be important, in the interests of transparency, to put that on the record. 

The abuse of children is an issue we have discussed in this place before. Rather than spending too much time 

talking about Redress, which has already been covered by Hon Sue Ellery and the Minister for Child Protection, 

I would like to talk about the harrowing subject of child abuse. I know from speaking to people who have been 

abused, from reading the available literature and from speaking to the workers who administer the Redress 

scheme that the effects of child abuse are quite shocking. In my own work in child protection, I have read some 

files about abused children and the circumstances of their removal from abusive situations, and that has given me 

a little insight into what we are talking about. It is the consequences of that abuse that Redress acknowledges, 

and part of the program involves counselling, which is so important for people who have suffered abuse. If a 

child or young person receives counselling and support close to the time of the abuse, it will provide them with 

their best chance of moving on with their lives; although I suspect that abuse is probably something that can 

never be completely negated. Redress deals with people who have experienced chronic ongoing abuse, and the 

effects of that are often felt for a lifetime. 

As members know, I have often spoken about brain development in early childhood. About 85 per cent of brain 

development occurs before the age of three. It is not just connections being made and the way literacy and 

language is laid down, but also emotional development. Many members will be familiar with the work in this 

field of experts such as Dr Stuart Shanker, Professor Karlen Lyons-Ruth and Professor Fiona Stanley. We now 

have a much better understanding of early attachment and how critical it is. Many people who have been abused 

have been in state care from a very young age, and their capacity to form secure attachments and to go on to 

have loving and trusting relationships will already have been seriously affected by that age. There is no doubt 

that the trauma experienced by abused children in adverse circumstances heightens the risk of a range of mental 

illnesses and psychological problems. There is also a very strong association between the disruption caused by 

child abuse and neglect, and learning difficulties and ongoing underachievement at school. It can go as far as 

affecting people‘s speech and language development. Again, there is also a strong correlation between child 

abuse and neglect, and behavioural problems in childhood and adolescence.  
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As I said, mental health problems such as depression and anxiety have been consistently linked with child abuse 

and neglect, particularly in adolescents, in whom we know there is a spike. Youth suicide and suicide later in life 

are also consequences of a history of abuse of all types. Some research that I have in front of me suggests that 

abuse and neglect double the risk of attempted suicide among young people and that there is a very strong link 

between physical and sexual abuse and attempted suicide and suicidal thoughts. In 2004 Perkins and Jones 

reported that 31 per cent of a physically abused group of adolescents had suicidal thoughts compared with 10 per 

cent of the non-abused group. In 2008 Brodsky and Stanley reported that risks of repeated suicide attempts were 

eight times greater for youths with a sexual abuse history. They also suggested that sexual abuse could be 

specifically related to suicidal behaviour because it is so closely associated with feelings of shame and internal 

attribution of blame. Throughout the media reporting on Redress WA and the current inquiry, it is apparent that, 

particularly for many of the men who have stepped up and whom I have heard—I am not saying it is any easier 

for the women involved—it has been only as they have become very much older that they have felt able to talk 

about their experience to even their wives.  

Members know that all types of child maltreatment are significantly related to higher use of drugs, even tobacco, 

and alcohol. That legacy carried by the abused child can go into their adult life and, obviously, the abuse of 

alcohol and drugs can have a shocking impact on the people around them. According to research, children in 

adolescence who have been physically and sexually abused and neglected are at increased risk of inflicting pain 

on others and developing aggressive and violent behaviours. We can imagine how, having been the complete 

captive of an authority figure in state care and so entirely powerless, it is not surprising that there would come a 

time when that anger expressed itself through an outburst. Other consequences of abuse are increased risk of 

teenage pregnancy and risky sexual activity. Homelessness is also strongly correlated with abuse.  

When Redress invited people to apply, the scheme had in mind people who had had an experience with those 

possible consequences. The eligibility criteria targeted people who were then over 18, had suffered physical, 

sexual, emotional and psychological abuse prior to March 2006 and were in state care under the Aborigines Act, 

the Native Welfare Act or the State Children Act or were wards under the Child Welfare Act.  

I listened to the comments about the original pool of money that was put aside for the Redress scheme. In my 

opinion, the continual reference to that amount, including the extra $30 million, in many ways misses the point. 

Given some of the experiences that people have had in institutions for which we, or people who were in our 

places in those times, were responsible, I would have thought $80 000 would barely go anywhere towards 

compensating the legacy of that experience in some cases. In fact, $80 000 is little enough, given what we know 

about what some people have experienced. I am trying to put $80 000 into today‘s context. I am not thinking of 

it in comparison with what people experienced because I would say that is virtually impossible to quantify. But I 

would have thought that the amount that would compensate for the years of a person‘s life when they were 

completely reliant on the integrity and the protection of the state and found themselves in situations of abuse 

through no choice of their own would be almost unquantifiable. If we do try to quantify it, which is what we 

have done, if someone received $80 000 in the past four or five years, it would go only a very small way to 

providing them with housing, only a very small way to providing them with money for some small luxuries, and 

only a very small way to actually redressing what happened to them. I say that, not because I do not think 

$80 000 is not a lot of money, but because I do not think $80 000 is such a large amount of money that we 

should be distracted by it.  

I understand that, based on an email, the minister is saying that Labor always knew that, based on the number of 

people who were likely to apply, it could not meet the payment of $80 000 to those who would be eligible.  

Hon Nick Goiran: That is exactly right.  

Hon LINDA SAVAGE: Having found itself in that situation, the Liberal–National government chose to cut the 

amount that people would receive. Whatever the ins and outs of how that occurred or whether the email that is 

not going to be produced provides evidence for that —  

Hon Nick Goiran interjected. 

Hon LINDA SAVAGE: I have not seen the evidence. I expect Hon Nick Goiran will have his chance to speak. I 

have not seen the evidence but I am saying that regardless—as I have already said, I would like to see it—I think 

that people who have been subject to the abuse and to the secrecy would like to see everything that has been part 

of the Redress process. I think the very least the government can do is provide them with that information.  

Hon Nick Goiran interjected.  

Hon LINDA SAVAGE: I am saying that I am not — 

Hon Nick Goiran: Do you want to know the author?  
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Hon LINDA SAVAGE: No; I am not asking for that.  

Hon Nick Goiran: What do you want? 

Hon LINDA SAVAGE: I am not asking for that; but the email could easily have the author‘s name removed. 

Let me continue with my comments. What I am saying is that notwithstanding whether the original modelling 

and the amount put aside were enough, when the government came to power, it was clearly at liberty to put in 

more funding. 

Hon Nick Goiran: Which projects should we not fund—those in the east metro region? 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm): Order! The member on her feet is directing her 

comments through the Chair. I am sure that the member would appreciate it if he could hear her as well as I can. 

At this time that is getting increasingly difficult. If the member could continue her comments through the Chair, 

as I have indicated before, I certainly will not interrupt her. 

Hon LINDA SAVAGE: As I was saying, I do not see any logical reason, for whatever reason, for whoever the 

government is to blame—it can feel free to blame away if it wants to — 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Members! I have asked that you listen to the member in silence and I continue to 

reiterate that point. Please do not interrupt the member on her feet—simple. 

Hon LINDA SAVAGE: As I said, blame away; blame away. The reality is that having found that to meet the 

payments that I understand the then opposition had embraced in the Redress WA scheme, and then having found, 

as the government claims, there was not adequate funding, it was entirely within the government‘s power to put 

in additional funding. The point has been made that there was the global financial crisis in late 2008, and that 

may well have been cause to pause. However, we subsequently have had booming economic times, and I do not 

think that the government can go back to that email, which I have not seen. Even if the government wishes to 

rely on that email, the issue is that the government is in a position to step up and find the additional funding. Just 

as the government is using this motion as an opportunity to blame, I would be just as happy for it to find the 

additional funding and take all the credit. It could go out there and blame, blame, blame and take all the credit 

for putting in the additional funding to make good people‘s expectations. In my opinion, for the cases that would 

have been able to claim the total amount of $80 000, I do not think that amount would even begin to 

acknowledge—I will not use the word ―compensate‖—what occurred, and what occurred on the watch of ―a‖ 

government, not ―the‖ government, not ―our government‖, but a Parliament of which we are now members in 

either government or opposition and for which we acknowledge our responsibility. That is why I am somewhat 

taken aback to hear the argument put essentially in terms that the former government did not put in enough 

funding. I do not think I have heard the government say it believes $80 000 is too much to be given to someone 

who can provide evidence of the most ghastly abuse. I have not heard anyone say that they think $80 000 is too 

much or too extravagant. What I am saying is that rather than just blaming people, this is an opportunity for the 

government to step up and, as I said, take all the credit that it wants for this. I think that would be more than a 

gesture; it would be a very, very important thing for the government to do. 

I think Hon Sue Ellery talked about the voices of more and more people coming forward. I thought that the abuse 

of children in institutions, including sexual abuse, was something that happened in—I think I have used the 

phrase before—―olden days‖. Clearly it was not just in the olden days. We are talking about well into the 1980s 

and 1990s. That is a separate issue. It takes me aback to think that now, even after having shone such a light on 

it—I have referred to this previously—we have a real concern about child abuse in society. I refer to not only 

religious or state-run institutions, but also more widely in society and in families. It is not that there was a golden 

age previously in which children were safe and protected, but I suspect that children‘s interests have never been 

more at the forefront than now. We have plenty of legislation that refers to the best interests of the child. This 

issue is no longer secretive and unspoken; we are speaking about it, and that is a step forward. I will refer later to 

an article by the retiring New South Wales police commissioner, Andrew Scipione, who has described child sex 

abuse as a monster eating away at modern society. What is so confronting about child abuse is that it is still 

happening today. We have not been able to do away with it entirely, which, of course, I do not think would ever 

be possible, but we are told that it continued to happen until the 1980s and 1990s in institutions such as hostels. I 

dread to think that it could still be happening. We are aware that the sexual abuse of children is widespread, and 

when I say ―widespread‖, I point out that the NSW police commissioner says it is a monster eating away at 

society. Certainly in a global sense, the trafficking and abuse of children and sex tourism involving children are 

occurring on a scale that I would have thought that at this time in our history would not be an issue, yet we are 

having to confront it to the extent that we are hearing from people such as the retiring police commissioner that it 

is increasing. 
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I would like to read from the article, which I have read from before. It states — 

Andrew Scipione says that the number of people reporting abuse is rising, particularly the abuse that 

happens in the family home. 

Sex Crimes Unit commander Detective Superintendent John Kerlatec says last year there were more 

than 6,000 reported sexual assaults in New South Wales. 

He says statistics about child sex abuse show an ―ugly truth‖. 

I would like to support Hon Sue Ellery‘s motion. I think that the government was too tough. Despite whoever the 

government blamed for what it saw as the failings that Labor had left it, this was an opportunity for the 

government to step up and find more money, which it could have done. That is really, for me, the nub of this 

matter, not, as I said, the blame game—who is to blame and that sort of thing. We are talking about something 

harrowing. Many members will have seen films such as Oranges and Sunshine and documentaries, and in that 

way, as I have, gained some insight. As I said, I recall, in the bit of work I did in child protection, reading some 

of those files and thinking that these were the files of children in whose cases the state was intervening and doing 

something to help. Then we go back to the tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands of children who, over 

the centuries, have had no protection at all. In acknowledging that, as we have with Redress WA, I think that 

rather than it being an opportunity to point the finger, this is, and could have been, a real opportunity for the 

government to build on what Labor had started by making the announcement about Redress. Therefore, I will 

end by saying that I support the motion of Hon Sue Ellery, and I hope that the government will see this as an 

opportunity and show what I believe is certainly the genuine, heartfelt concern of the minister, Hon Robyn 

McSweeney, about child abuse. 

HON ALISON XAMON (East Metropolitan) [4.12 pm]: I rise on behalf of the Greens (WA) to indicate that 

the Greens support the original wording of the motion and that we will not support the amendment to the motion. 

In fact, I will express my concern. I am surprised that the amendment was even able to be moved in this way 

because I certainly think that it is contrary entirely to the spirit and the intent of the original motion, and I am 

concerned about that. However, I wish to make many comments about the whole issue of Redress, and in doing 

so I think it will become very clear why the Greens feel so strongly that we should certainly be asking the 

government, at the very least, to revisit this decision and to recognise that the damage that occurred as a result of 

the decision to halve the Redress payments needs to be acknowledged and addressed, and why I do not think that 

it is in order for this house to be looking to congratulate a decision that has caused so much pain to so many 

people. 

Over half a million children were in institutions and in care during the last century, and in Western Australia an 

estimated 55 000 children have been under state care since 1920. The three main cohorts of people who 

experienced out-of-home care during childhood were former child migrants, and I have spoken about particularly 

this cohort of children many times in this place; members of the stolen generations and other people of 

Indigenous heritage; and, of course, the forgotten Australians, whom I have also spoken about—that is, the non-

Aboriginal Australian-born people who, as children, were placed in orphanages and other forms of out-of-home 

care prior to the 1980s. What we know now, and has been emerging steadily throughout the last few years, is that 

many of these children suffered unspeakable treatment while they were in care—while the state had a duty to 

protect them. We are talking about brutal beatings, horrific sexual abuse, neglect and deprivation. As a result, 

many are enduring adulthoods that have been marred by their damaged childhoods. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders.  

Sitting suspended from 4.15 to 4.30 pm 

 


